Safety First

Site Specific Maps

We now have site specific maps available on our company website. The maps include directions around our sites, locations of specific materials, and identify known hazards. The maps can be found under the Contact section of the East side operations on our website and then select the site you would like to have a map of. Please contact us if you have any problems accessing these maps.

Stand Down

During a work day in mid-September from 12:00 – 12:20 at all of our operations we will be standing down for safety. During that time period we will not be loading or scaling trucks. We appreciate your support to making our operations a safer place. Once the date is announced it will be posted at our operations, and sent out in the near future.

Ticket Accuracy

The tickets printed at our operations not only represent a receipt of purchase but they also include important project information. These tickets should be reviewed carefully before leaving our operations. Please take the time to both give accurate information prior to being loaded and review the information prior to leaving.

Ottawa Lake Aglime

We recently had some production upgrades on our Ottawa Lake aglime. The changes improved the neutralizing value of that material. The physical characteristics are listed below:

- Calcium: 21.46
- Magnesium: 12.15
- TNP/CCE: 96.41
- Moisture %: 2.81
- Gradation: (percent passing)
  - No. 8: 99.2
  - No. 20: 74
  - No. 60: 43.8
  - No. 100: 32.9

The material is available for pick up now and through the remainder of the fall. Please contact us for a sample of this material or to get a copy of the aglime analysis.

Labor Day

We are currently scheduled to be closed at all of our operations on Saturday September 5th and Labor Day Monday September 7th. Your project or site needs are very important to us and we will always make special accommodations should you require them. To make arrangements please contact Ryan Lumpford. Please have a safe and happy Labor Day Holiday.

Put It On, Not Off

Aglime provides many benefits when applied to acidic soils. It increases the available nutrients, neutralizes soils acidity, accelerates the decomposition of crop residue, releases nutrients to the soil, and many other benefits. We stock aglime at both our Maybee and Ottawa Lake facilities. For more information on aglime in general and our aglime please visit us online at www.aglime.com.

Landscape Material

Remember we have a full supply of landscape supply materials at our CYDI Flint location including Boulders and White Beach Sand.